KNOX DOCUMENT CABINET™

EMERGENCY PREPARATION, ALL IN ONE BOX WHEN SECONDS MATTER.

For facilities that manufacture, store, or use hazardous materials, the Knox Document Cabinet allows for secure, on-site storage of chemical information, emergency response plans, floor plans and interior keys to locked areas within a facility. This allows emergency responders immediate access to critical information in the event of an incident involving hazardous material or other emergency situations. The Knox Document Cabinet helps minimize the potential of injuries, unnecessary property damage from forced entry, and loss to the business which impacts company revenue, recovery time, and possible forced closure.

FEATURES

- Holds up to 231 keys and/or access cards
- Holds Hazmat, Safety Data Sheets, and floor plans
- UL Listed: UL 1037, UL 1610, UL 437
- Pre-wired for optional alarm tamper switch

BENEFITS

- Protects & stores critical documents on-site
- Minimizes property damage from forced entry
- Rapid access for larger buildings
- Meets government requirements for storage of SDSs (Safety Data Sheets)
- Indoor use
- Dual lock system allows managers to easily update contents

ORDER ONLINE: KNOXBOX.COM TO LEARN MORE, CALL: 1.800.552.5669

Our products have passed UL rigorous security testing. Built Knox-Rugged.
HAZMAT & SDS INFORMATION STORAGE
All units meet SARA III requirements for storing all current hazardous material information and chemical emergency response plans at industrial or commercial sites.

EMERGENCY KEY STORAGE
Up to 231 keys and/or access cards are accessible to emergency responders for immediate, non-destructive entry into locked areas within a building or facility.

DUAL-LOCK SYSTEM FOR CONTENT MAINTENANCE
Two locks on a Knox Document Cabinet provide emergency responders rapid access by using their Knox Master Key and also gives facility managers easy access to update documents and keys.

ABOUT KNOX COMPANY
Over forty years ago, a unique concept in rapid access for emergency response was born. The KnoxBox®, a high-security key lock box, was designed to provide rapid access for emergency responders to reduce response times, minimize injuries, and protect property from forced entry.

Today, one revolutionary lock box has grown into a complete system providing rapid access for public safety agencies, industries, military, and property owners across the world. The Knox Company is trusted by over 14,000 fire departments, law enforcement agencies, and governmental entities.
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TO LEARN MORE,
CALL: 1.800.552.5669 OR VISIT: KNOXBOX.COM/EMERGENCY-BOXES